FCVCC GENERAL RANGE SAFETY RULES AND
REGULATIONS
Safety is your responsibility, not someone else’s!!!
These rules apply to ALL ranges. A specific range rule will take precedent over a General
Range Rule.
1. No shooting before 8:00 AM. Ranges closed to casual shooting 30 minutes before
sundown daily, unless otherwise specified by a sponsored shooting event.
2. Action Pistol Range is not open to casual shooters and is only to be used during
organized/supervised events and approved training classes.
3. Always keep the muzzle of the gun pointed in a safe direction. Long guns: muzzle
pointed up or down range. Handguns: pointed down or as conditions dictate.
4. Always keep the firearm unloaded and the action open until ready to shoot. Load
firearms only when on firing line and ready to shoot. (Loaded firearms are allowed off
the firing line only if holstered)
5. Always keep your finger off the trigger until ready to fire.
6. Never handle another person’s firearm without permission.
7. Use of drugs &/or alcohol before and during use of any of the FCVCC ranges is
prohibited.
8. Safety rule violations can lead to expulsion from the club.
9. It is against Indiana state law to shoot wildlife on club property.
10. Club members must sign the appropriate range sign-in sheet & pay the range fee before
shooting.
11. Club members may bring more than one guest per visit. Members are responsible for
each of their guests and their conduct and must supervise them individually while he/she
is shooting.
12. Guests:
a. must sign the range sign-in sheet & pay range fee.
b. must use the same bench as member and take turns shooting.
13. ALWAYS wear your member ID card in plain view.
14. Appropriate eye and ear protection is required at all times.
15. If a designated RSO (Range Safety Officer) is present and in control of the range, you
must follow all instructions from the RSO.
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